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The study of hadron spectroscopy is clearly limited now by the need of producing large
samples of data. There is a clear tendency to try to develop machines having a restricted field of
physics but producing very large fluxes of particles. It is beyond the scope of this talk to
present an exhaustive review of all existing projects. I will mainly focus on the e+e" machines
projects which have been reported to this conference. They can be classified quite arbitrary
according to the quark family they can study. There is also a renewed interest in low energy
spectroscopy from nuclear physicists. The Celsius project presented to this conference is a
good example of a potentially interesting new tool.

U,D,S QUARK FAMILIES

a) Celsius

The trend in Nuclear Physics is to increase both energy and fluxes. A wide variety of
machines in the energy domain .5 to 2. GeV are planed or becoming operational (COSY,
CELSIUS etc..) The CELSIUS ring presented by S. KULLANDER11 is typical of a machine
dedicated to nuclear physics which may also produce interesting results in particle physics
studies. With 1010 stored protons and a very ingenious target made of 10 mm hydrogen or
deuterium pellets, it is possible to reach a luminosity in the range of 1032 Cm2S1 .This opens
up the possibility of measuring very rare Tt0, r\, t]' decays as small as 1010 and may lead to
light Higgs and standard model deviations evidences. The detector is compact and incorporates
the most advanced developments : superconducting solenoid, CSi(Ti) crystals, mini drift cham-
bers, etc...



b) ^-factories

The main goai of a ^-factory is to take advantage of the very simple decay <p —> K° K°
to measure CP violation. But the experimental difficulties are challenging. In order to make a
good measurement on CP violation, 1011 to K)12 tp's must be observed. A very good vertex
reconstruction is needed for both kaons using either charged or neutral pion decays. Due to the
long KL flight, the detector must have a very high vertex reconstruction efficiency over about
one meter. In addition, background rejection against K0 decays into three pions must be
achieved at the level of 107. Having overcome these problems, one can hope to measure e'/e
and phases with better than a factor three in accuracy over present experimental results.
Furthermore, to do the experiment in a reasonable period of time, the machine design
luminosity must be around 1033 CiTr2S"1. The Novosibirsk machine presented by
N.V. IVANCHENKO21 meets all this challenges. With a luminosity of 3.1O33 c n r V , the
beam intensity is such that the life time is limited by beam-beam effect to a few minutes and one
must inject almost permanently. This implies the necessity of designing a dedicated high
intensity injector. Furthermore, the machine is so compact that the detector solenoid must be
also used to focalize beams at the interaction point.

Other phi factory projects have been mentioned. One at Mainz with a design comparable
to the previous one, the other at Frascati as a first step in a research program on linear colliders.

C QUARK AND TAU STUDIES

At the present time, there are only two e+e" machines covering the energy range 3 to
5 GeV: SPEAR at SLAC and BEPC at Beijing. SPEAR being scheduled to close next year,
only BEPC will contribute in the future to the JPY spectroscopy and glueball search initiated at
SPEAR and DCI.

a) BEPC

The ring which is also associated to a synchrotron radiation light facility has a
conventional design à la SPEAR. However wigglers magnets have been used to boost the
luminosity at low energy and to flatten its variation between 3 to 5.6 GeV. So the usual
luminosity increase like E4 is replaced by an E2 law. The design luminosity at the JPY peak
should reach 5. K)30 c n r V . Z.G. ZHAO31 reported that already a luminosity performance of
2.1O30Cm-2S"1 has been successfully achieved last July.

The physics program is very large and interesting. The possibility of gaining a factor 10
over the present statistics will certainly help in the analysis of many interesting signals already
seen. And there is little doubt that good samples of H*', TIc7Ic'' charm mesons and charm
baryons will bring a rich harvest of new results in the next ten years.



b) tau-charm factories

The concept was first proposed in 1987 by J. KIRKBY4' and a first design study of a
machine at a CERN site was made by J.M. JOWETT5' the same year.

The goal is to massively produce samples of x and charmonium decays. As it has been
mentioned previously, BEPC data will clarify presently known problems and very probably
will raise many others in J/Y spectroscopy. I will not comment on the deep physics interest of
accumulating very large samples of data. This has been discussed by W. TOKI6' in his
presentation to this conference. But the rates foreseen at BEPC for D1T1T]0 productions are still
too low to exhaust the physics. In an other hand, to justify the building of a new machine, a
luminosity increase by factor one hundred is mandatory.

The machine will exploit the best of current technology. Its design takes advantage of the
work done already in designing BB factories. To maximize the luminosity, one needs to build
two separate rings, filled with a large number of bunches and to use a dedicated high
performance injector. There are still many problems to be solved like heat dissipation in the
vacuum pipe, crossing scheme, instabilities etc. But given the present knowledge on e+e"
colliding beam physics, a luminosity of H)33 CnT2S"1 seems almost conservative in this energy
range.

The main emphasis for the detector is made on precise momentum measurement for
charged particles, high detection efficiency and good resolution for photons over the full solid
angle as well as hermeticity. The main experimental problems come from the need to
incorporate low beta focusing quadrupoles into the detector while keeping a full solid angle
coverage. It seems also very difficult to achieved an excellent Jt/K separation in the delicate
momentum range from .8 to 2 GeV without loosing on charged or neutral detection
performances.

SLAC has organized a workshop7' last May and a conceptual design report for a
machine built on a SLAC site is being prepared. This project is competing with an asymmetric
BB machine project and has still to be endorsed by SLAC management. Interest has been
shown by Spanish physicists to build such a factory in a new laboratory near Sevilla and they
are looking for CERN support. Finally, at Orsay, a machine study has been initiated and a one
day discussion meeting will be held in October.

B QUARK FAMILY : B-FACTORIES

They cover a rich field of physics. The main motivation is to try to measure CP
violation. But at the same time they should be able to contribute to upsilon spectroscopy,
Bd-Bd and Bs-Bs mixing, x physics and charmed mesons spectroscopy. So there is some
overlap with the physics program of a x-charm factory. I Iowever production rates for x and D
physics become comparable only for a luminosity of about H)34 Cm2S1 Furthermore the



experimental situation is totally différent. The vertex separation advantage is counterbalanced by
the possibility of a full kinematicul constraint which can only be used at a t-charm factory.

It is presently believed that it is mandatory to reach a luminosity of about K)34 cnrV1 in
order to produce about K)8 BB events per year and have a chance to measure a CP violation
effect. In an other hand, it is also necessary to overpass rapidly the integrated luminosity which
will be accumulated by ARGUS and CLEO. Although the physics goals are clear, complica-
tions come from the machine design. First it seems difficult for machine experts to reach the
required level of luminosity. And there is a debate among physicist on the choice between a
symmetric and an asymmetric machine. It seems clear that an asymmetric machine should give
better physics outputs. But no additional luminosity factor is to be gained from that scheme and
nobody knows for sure if new problems will not hamper its performances. Luminosity
calculations are thus questionable. Research and development are a necessary part of an
asymmetric machine project. In increasing the asymmetry, one benefits from a better B-vertex
separation which is important for BB mixing and CP violation measurements. However the
boosted events require a high granularity detector.

a) CESR at Cornell

CESR8' has now a luminosity of KP2 c n r V . This is the highest one ever reached by
an e+e~ collider. There are plans to increase it up to 7.1(P2 cm"V next year. A workshop has
been held in Syracuse and a design of a moderately asymmetric machine is under way.

b) BB at KEK

A project9' to build a symmetrical collider using the TRISTAN accumulating ring has
finally been abandoned. It seems feasible to use the existing TRISTAN tunnel to build two
rings for a moderately asymmetric machine. There is also the possibility to build an additional
smaller ring if one wants a larger asymmetry. First step toward a formal proposal should begin
in October.

c)BB at SLAC

A collaboration10' between SLAC-LBL, and several Californian Universities is studying
an asymmetric project based on the PEP1 '' tunnel and a report on the physics will be written '.
With both rings inside PEP, it is possible to choose an asymmetry in the range 3-4 against
9-7 GeV. The luminosity goal is 3.1033Cm2S1 for turn on and growing up to H)34 cnrV1 as
experience is gained. SLAC management has included a high current, high luminosity storage
ring in its long range plans. It will take the decision between t-chann and B-factory before the
end of 8913'.



d) BBat DESY

H. KAPITZA141 has presented a feasibility study for a BB collider using PETRA. It is a

very asymmetric machine, one ring (12 GeV) being built in the PETRA tunnel, the other

(2.33 GeV) near the S.O. hall. With these energies, the expected CP asymmetry is almost

maximum and a modest (40 mm) vertex detector performance is sufficient. But it is difficult to

build a detector with good acceptance and uniform resolution.

e) BB at Novosibirsk

A B-factory project2' called VEPP-5 exists at Novosibirsk. It is a fully symmetric

machine 2 x 6.5 GeV with the possibility to tune the machine for 4 against 7 GeV. The design

luminosity is above 5.H)33 c n r V and two interaction regions are foreseen.

C O N C L U S I O N S

The successful turn on of BEPC is a very good news for all of us. There are lots of new

projects concerning <p, T-chann and B factories. High luminosity e+e" machines are deeply

needed in order to progress in the hadron spectroscopy exploration. However one should not

forget that other types of colliders may also bring their contributions. The two approaches have

been complementary in the past.
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